
Uniphore understands the critical need to prioritize both 
the customer and employee experiences. By combining 
conversational AI and automation technologies, we’re 
optimizing operational efficiencies, boosting CX and EX, 
and transforming the contact center from a cost center to a 
value center. 

Combine the power of 
conversational AI and 
automation to optimize the 
contact center.
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Customer interactions are more than a single connection to resolve an issue; they’re the untapped
source for understanding your team’s performance, building deeper relationships with your customers,
and uncovering better, more efficient ways to serve. With Uniphore, you can automate, analyze, and
optimize every conversation, to transform your contact center into a value center and create
exceptional experiences that drive business outcomes.

Achieving Strategic Business Outcomes

Deliver Exceptional CX

Drive Revenue

Empower Employees

Reduce Costs

Deliver exceptional customer 
expriences that differenciates 
your brand and improves 
satisfaction.

Drive revenue and other 
strategic business outcomes 
by improving conversion and 
retention.

Enhance the employee 
experience while accelerating 
agent onboarding and 
performance.

Reduce operational costs with 
improved agent productivity, 
shorter average handle time, 
and reduced call volume.

CX EX
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Elevate Every Touchpoint in the Customer Service Journey with Uniphore

START 

REAL-TIME AGENT GUIDANCE

CONVERSATIONAL 
ANALYTICS

END

Customer reaches out to customer service 
for assistance with an issue.

Agent provides seamless assistance through 
in-call alerts and next-best action guidance in 
real time.

Customized analytics provide in-depth 
understanding of call drivers, agent 
performance, and compliance adherence.

Customer issue resolved.

EMOTION AI
The Uniphore virtual assistant 
engages the customer to 
understand intent, using sentiment 
and tonal analysis for accuracy.

CONVERSATIONAL AI AND 
VISUAL GUIDANCE

ACW AUTOMATION

Customer receives voice and 
visual guidance for a frictionless 
self-service experience.

Call categorization and call summarization are 
generated automatically, reducing time spent on 
manual after-call work.

KNOWLEDGE AI

PROMISE MANAGEMENT

INTELLIGENT TRANSFER

Customer gets relevant information and 
personalized recommendations through 
AI-powered search and text analytics.

Promises made by the agent 
are automatically identified and 
tracked to ensure fulfillment.

If necessary, the virtual assistant 
transfers the call to a live agent with 
full context, so there’s no nee for the 
customer to repeat information.
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The Power of X

Conversational AI Knowledge AIEmotion AI RPA

The Conversational AI and Automation Platform

Only the Uniphore X Platform combines AI and automation to drive 
automation across the entire customer journey, prioritize agent 
performance, and enable informed decisions using actionable insights.

Conversational AI
Accurately identify customer intent and drive resolution using 
natural language.

Emotion AI
Analyze sentiment, tone, and emotion to understand call drivers 
and improve customer satisfaction.

Knowledge AI
Dynamically update knowledge bases and FAQs across data 
sources for the most relevant information. 

Robotic Process Automation (RPA)
Automate manual tasks and workflows to reduce human error and 
boost operational efficiency.

Conversational 
Self-Service

CRM & Enterprise 
Systems

Real-Time Agent 
Guidance

Contact Center 
Platforms

Agent Desktop 
Applications

Customized 
Analytics

Knowledge 
Integration

Integration with Your Existing Tech Stack

The Uniphore X platform is how we transform the contact center from
a cost to value center. Developed over 14 years with pre-built industry
models, each product taps into our industry-leading AI and
automation capabilities.
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U-Portfolio: CX and EX Solutions for the Contact Center
Built on the X Platform, Uniphore’s U-Solutions automates, analyzes, and optimizes your company’s most 
valuable asset: conversations.

U-Self Serve empowers 
customers to resolve common 
issues through conversational 
self-service that’s easy to 
use across voice and digital 
channels.

U-Assist boosts agent 
performance through real-time 
guidance during customer 
interactions and after-call 
work automation that ensures 
customer promises are fulfilled.

U-Analyze analyzes 100% 
of all customer interactions 
across voice, chat, and email 
for a deeper understanding of 
customer needs, preferences 
and behaviors. 

Omni channel self-serve bots Real-time agent guidance Analytics and quality automation
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CX EX

The Impact of Prioritizing Customers & Employees 

Boost self-service 
adoption with 
real-time customer 
assistance

Optimize contact 
center metrics 
with customized 
analytics

Battle contact center 
complexity with real-time 
agent assistance

Improvement in 
Self-Service Rates

Improvement in 
CSAT/NPS

>50%>35%

20%

Customers

Agents

Operations

Reduction in agent 
onboarding time

Reduction in 
operational costs

Employees

Drive operational 
efficiency with 
intelligent 
automation

30%

“Using advanced conversational artificial intelligence (AI), we can now make 
informed customer experience decisions and strategies, automate, and 
improve compliance and quality control and improve agent performance.”

“As we continually strive to deliver the best member experience in our 
industry, our partnership with Uniphore has enabled PSCU’s contact center 
agents to have more interaction with members and spend less time on 
manual tasks.”

When you deliver frictionless customer experiences, you improve satisfaction with your brand, reducing
agent stress, cutting costs, and so much more.
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Customer Snapshot
More than 100 forward-thinking companies rely on Uniphore to unlock
the value of every conversation and achieve extraordinary outcomes.

“With Uniphore, we achieved or over-achieved all of our targeted 
business benefits. Improvements in average handle time, training, 
and agent productivity exceeded our expectations – we’re 
delivering significantly improved first call resolution and customer 
experience, while achieving cost savings.”

About Uniphore 

Founded in 2008, Uniphore is the global leader in Conversational Automation, the 
combination of AI and Robotic Process Automation. With a mission to unlock the full value 
of every enterprise conversation, Uniphore automates, analyzes, and optimizes millions of 
conversations every day. Uniphore employs 700 people and counting, with headquarters in 
Palo Alto, California and six offices across the world.

www.uniphore.com

Platform Partners

https://appfoundry.genesys.com/filter/genesysengage/listing/b190ecab-5e02-493f-94e7-dde36f3f91f7
https://developer.cisco.com/ecosystem/solutions/#key=UNIPHORE
https://marketplace.five9.com/s/product/uniphore-uassist-powered-by-five9-voicestream/01t3r000008qfXDAAY
https://www.devconnectmarketplace.com/marketplace/uniphore

